UKG Dimensions

Data Extraction Tool
Harness the power of UKG Dimensions data across enterprise systems
UKG Dimensions™ from UKG™ (Ultimate Kronos Group) is designed
to help your organization manage the workforce of the future —
today. This powerful application suite leverages the latest
technologies to streamline workforce management practices,
provide actionable intelligence, and empower and engage your
most valuable resource: your people. UKG Dimensions can deliver
even greater value when it operates as part of a seamless digital
ecosystem that spans all areas of your organization. By harnessing
the power of UKG Dimensions data across your enterprise systems,
you can unlock new insights and better understand how the
workforce affects overall business performance.
The Data Extraction Tool, implemented by UKG Services, enables
you to share UKG Dimensions data with other key business systems,
such as customer relationship management, enterprise data
warehouse, enterprise resource planning, point of sale, finance, and
other solutions. By bringing together workforce and other
operational data, the Data Extraction Tool allows you to gain
broader enterprise visibility and key strategic insights for better
business outcomes.

Ready, set, connect!
As the foundation of the UKG Dimensions solution, the intelligent
UKG D5 Platform lets you work in a modern cloud that leverages
new technologies and works seamlessly with your existing systems.
The UKG D5 Platform incorporates the Dell Boomi integration
platform as a service (IPaaS) to support all integration processes
between cloud platforms, software-as-a-service applications, and
on-premise systems. The Data Extraction Tool is available out of the
box with Dell Boomi integration technologies.

Key benefits
Access critical data
from UKG Dimensions
starting on day one
Unlock new insights
by bringing together
workforce and other
operational data
Schedule exports on
demand from within
the familiar UKG
Dimensions interface
Augment data
exports with custom
views and insightful
summarizations
Process data
responsibly through
your secure tenant in the
UKG D5 Platform

UKG Services can rapidly implement the Data Extraction Tool as a seamless component of your solution set,
thereby making UKG Dimensions data available to specified applications across the enterprise. Authorized
end-users can schedule and execute integration processes directly from the UKG Dimensions interface. And
because data processing, summarization, and preparation all occur within your secure UKG D5 Platform
tenant, you can rest assured that your workforce data is always well-protected.
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Once UKG Services implements the Data Extraction Tool, specified enterprise systems immediately benefit
from the following UKG Dimensions views:

Timecard

Employee

Schedule

Schedule Group

Totals

Realize greater value from your UKG investment
When it comes to integrating UKG Dimensions with other enterprise applications, UKG has you covered. Our
experienced consultants leverage extensive technical expertise, proven Dell Boomi IPaaS tools, and
independently validated interfaces to address even the most unique and complex integration requirements.
With the Data Extraction Tool, implemented by UKG Services, you enjoy a fast, hassle-free implementation
while protecting your investment in existing application technology. Just as important, you get the ability to
combine workforce and operational data for critical insights and even greater business value.

Building on 70 years of experience from two leaders in HR solutions,
UKG™ combines the strength and innovation of Ultimate Software
and Kronos®. Individually, we’ve always put people at the center of
everything we do. Together, we’re committed to inspiring workforces
and businesses around the world, helping to pave the way forward
for our people, customers, and industry.
© 2020 UKG Inc. All rights reserved. For a full list of UKG trademarks, please visit ukg.com/trademarks. All
other trademarks, if any, are property of their respective owners. All specifications are subject to change.
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